ABSTRACT

Many online video sites provide a text chat feature so viewers can chat with others while watching videos. How does chatting affect their experience? Would audio chat be more fun or would it be too distracting? The richer medium of audio may more closely approximate the living room or club experience, but human factors research suggests that audio chat could increase distraction and potentially detract from the viewing experience. This paper presents the results of an experiment comparing text with audio chat when the video does or does not have dialogue, and when viewers are watching the videos in the same or a different order. A control group watched videos without chat. Overall, audio chat and text chat were equally distracting, and chat was more distracting when the video contained dialogue. Despite the presence of distraction, viewers found both text and audio chat enjoyable. Those who used audio chat preferred it to text chat for talking with others while watching videos with their friends.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There exists a dichotomy in the social norms surrounding interaction while consuming media. In our living rooms, and in bars and clubs, we can enjoy watching television shows and movies in the noisy company of friends, family or strangers. In these social settings, fellow viewers tolerate or encourage comments and conversation with others. The sense of companionship may have priority over the viewing experience. In less interactive settings, such as in movie theaters, viewers want to be engaged in the video, and do not like to hear others talk. Movie theaters often play a video reminding the audience to turn off cell phones and not to speak to neighbors during the show.

Online video, dominated by short amateur clips, has tended to follow the living room model, encouraging social interaction with video watching. Most online video sites experimenting with real-time interaction have added a text chat feature for their viewers. For example, UStream.TV provides text chat side-by-side with streaming video (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Example of video with text chat.

Alternatively, viewers can open up IM or chat on their computers, independent of the online video system. For example, Zync is a plugin for Yahoo Messenger that lets people coordinate watching YouTube videos in an IM session [18]. Further, a few television-based systems have been created that allow viewers to interact with one another using a text chat feature [1][2][13][16]. Others allow viewers to chat with each other using predefined “canned” messages [8].

Recent research in interactive and social TV suggests that text chatting while watching online videos is enjoyable. When chat is optional (i.e., when viewers can close, hide or ignore the chat window), viewers uninterested in chatting should not feel imposed upon by the chat. For those users interested in chatting, research in human factors suggests that chat will be distracting. Reading and typing draw the viewer’s visual focus away from the video, and while cognitively processing chat conversation, the viewer has fewer mental resources to cognitively process the video content [22]. Despite this distraction, research thus far suggests that the degree of distraction present when using a text chat feature while watching a video is comparatively small, and not sufficient to reduce the enjoyment of the video [21]. Admittedly,
researchers testing distraction so far have not shown participants complicated or deep videos that require concentration.

1.1 Audio Chat with Online Video?
Audio chat is another option for online video, but it is still comparatively rare. One system that uses audio chat with TV is AmigoTV [3]. AmigoTV is an interactive television system that combines voice chat with an overlay display on the TV display showing avatars of other viewers.

There are several reasons to offer viewers an audio chat option. Talking and listening, on average, is a richer and more engaging experience than is reading and writing [4][5]. Having an audio chat with others could make the online video experience more like the living room or club experience, as well as make chat accessible to people who are uncomfortable with technology or are unable to use computer keyboards. Scholl et al. [17] compared text and audio chat in a multimedia conferencing system, and they found that audio chat was easier to use and felt more natural than text chat for communicating feelings and emotions.

Audio chat is likely to be more distracting than text chat. If audio chat is especially engaging, it will draw attention away from the video and cause viewers to lose track of the content. Another reason audio chat is likely to be more distracting than text chat is that people do not easily process two speech signals at once when both are heard simultaneously [11][14][15]. The audio signal stays in mind for only a few seconds, so when there are two competing audio signals, listeners have to switch back and forth to process both. This switching effort will compete with cognitive processing of watching a video. Thus, audio chat is likely to interfere with video dialogue (if dialogue is present), reducing understanding and memory of the video content.

This paper reports a study in which we compared audio chat with text chat and no chat under different video content conditions. The purpose of the study was to examine the comparative advantages and disadvantages of the two kinds of chat with different video content, so that designers of systems can begin to assess how chat features are likely to affect the viewing experience.

1.2 Streaming vs. Playlist Model
Online video sites that provide a chat feature to their members follow one of two models for how viewers watch videos. In the case of sites such as Justin.TV, Lycos Cinema and UStream.TV, viewers watch the same video at the same time. This is a streaming model, as viewers watch a live (or simulated “live”) video stream together. In this case, the content seen by viewers is synchronized (although network delays and jitter may cause small asynchronies in playback over time). Figure 1 depicts a typical interface for a site that uses the streaming model – here, viewers chat with each other while watching a web comic artist draw his latest comic.

In the playlist model, viewers pick and choose which content they want to watch, independent of other viewers. When chat is integrated into the playlist model, viewers join a chat room or a channel to watch videos. Each channel typically has its own theme or topic as well as its own library of video content. Once viewers have entered a channel, they can browse the list of available videos and build a personal playlist of videos they want to watch. These videos may be different from what other viewers in the channel are watching. However, all viewers in the channel can chat with each other in real time. Sites such as YouTube Streams and Gaia Online, and systems such as Joost use a playlist model.

In this paper, we also examine the differences between the streaming and playlist models of video playback in terms of their ability to sustain audio and text chat.

1.3 Research Questions

1.3.1 Do viewers enjoy using audio chat?
Audio chat may be more enjoyable than text chat because of its ease of use and its ability to convey richer emotional content. On the other hand, audio chat may be more distracting than text chat if viewers are watching a video as well as talking. We predict that, regardless of its impact on distraction and enjoyment of the videos, audio chat would be more a enjoyable form of socializing than text chat because audio is a richer medium for social interaction.

1.3.2 Does distraction from chat reduce enjoyment?
Because chat with video inherently requires multitasking, we need to understand whether any resulting distraction affects people’s enjoyment of the online video experience. As noted above, the human factors and attention literature suggest that both text and audio chat will be distracting. However, this literature is primarily focused on task performance and does not address people’s enjoyment of the video experience. Many people, especially young people, enjoy combining media use with another non-media activity [10]. Media use might reduce social anxiety and self-consciousness when talking with others because the video takes peoples’ attention away from themselves.

Our previous study of text chat while watching online video [21] suggests that the distraction from text chat and enjoyment are independent experiences – chat does not detract from the video experience. However, that study only tested the effect of a text chat feature, and only on the enjoyment of videos without dialogue. In this study, we examine the association of distraction and enjoyment when viewers talk with others through audio chat or text chat, and we examine the impact of video content with and without dialogue.

The human factors and attention literature [22][11][14][15] suggests that audio chat will be particularly distracting when the audio channel is overloaded (audio chat with heavy auditory content). We predict that audio chat will be more distracting when viewers are watching videos with dialogue.

1.3.3 Can text and audio chat be sustained without a shared media context?
Our final question compares the streaming model with the playlist model. In the streaming model, viewers are synchronized with respect to the content they watch, and thus they share a media context with each other. A viewer who laughs and says “that gopher is so funny” can be secure in the knowledge that his fellow viewers will understand who “that gopher” is.

In the playlist model, unless viewers make the effort to watch the same video, they are unsynchronized and lack a shared media context. Because they are seeing different videos, it will be more difficult for them to chat with each other about what they are seeing. They will need to put more effort into determining suitable topics for chat. We predict these viewers will chat less about what they are seeing, and more about personal topics or other sources of commonality (e.g., their job, school, or location).
We expect audio chat to be particularly difficult to use in a playlist model. Because viewers lack a shared media context, they cannot coordinate their speaking to quiet times in the video. Therefore, audio chat should be particularly distracting in a playlist setting for videos containing verbal dialogue.

2. TEXT VS AUDIO STUDY
We ran a controlled laboratory study to answer our research questions about how text versus audio chat leads to distraction and enjoyment, attitudes towards audio chat, and the differences between the streaming and playlist models.

2.1 Method
Groups were recruited for the study using an experimental scheduling website. They came to a laboratory room to watch a series of short videos on the computer. Each group consisted of three people who knew each other before the study and considered each other as friends.

2.1.1 Experimental design
The experimental design was a 4 x 2 x 2 factorial design comparing four chat conditions (no chat vs. text chat vs. audio chat vs. both text and audio chat), video synchrony (videos in the same order vs. different order) and dialogue presence (no dialogue vs. dialogue). Chat conditions and video synchrony were between-subjects factors and dialogue presence was a within-subjects factor.

2.1.2 Participants
Participants were recruited in groups of three friends from the psychology experiment directory at Carnegie Mellon and on-campus fliers. Forty-eight groups were recruited, for a total of 144 participants. Group assignments to each condition were random and equally balanced – 6 groups were assigned to each chat and video synchrony combination.

The average age of the participants was 23.8 years (SD = 7.2 years); 52 participants (36%) were female. Eighty percent of participants were students (44% graduate, 36% undergraduate). Twenty percent reported other affiliations such as alumni or visiting scholar, or did not list their affiliation. Participants were paid $15 each for their participation, which took approximately one hour.

2.1.3 Procedure
Participants were informed that they would watch a series of videos on the computer and take a survey at the end. Participants were seated in separate rooms and could only communicate with each other using the methods we provided.

Groups with text chat could type messages to one another using web-based chat software (see Figure 2). Groups with audio chat could speak to one another using headsets. For audio chat, we ran the TeamSpeak software (http://www.goteamspeak.com/) in the background and used the voice-activation feature so participants could speak to each other without having to press a key on the keyboard. Audio levels were tested and adjusted before the beginning of the experiment to make sure everyone could hear each other properly. Participants with both text and audio chat were told that they could use either method for communicating with their friends.

The videos used in the study were chosen from highly rated YouTube videos that were between three and seven minutes long. Two types of YouTube videos were selected for use. To create the no dialogue condition, four videos contained no auditory dialogue, but did contain musical soundtracks providing an auditory backdrop for the videos. To create the dialogue condition, four videos included talking either by the characters or a narrator. These two types of videos allowed us to compare the effect of chat on different types of video content.

We used Windows Media Encoder to stream the videos to each participant’s computer. To manipulate video synchrony, groups in the same video order condition watched the eight videos in sync with each other, such that they saw the same video content at the same time. Members of groups in the different order condition each watched the videos in a different, random order (we used 3 media encoder instances to achieve this). Figure 3 depicts the difference between the same order and different order groups. Note that the transition points from one video to another do not necessarily coincide for participants watching in a different order. Because it was possible that a randomized ordering would result in some participants having the same initial video, and therefore begin with a synchronized experience, we ensured that the first video seen by each participant was different. Doing so kept the different order situation realistic to sites that use playlists, as newcomers are likely to start off watching a different video than the other people in the group, but may find that as they continue watching, they see content that other people have recently watched (or are currently watching).

Figure 2. Screenshot of the text chat condition.

Three participants watch the same videos together.

Three participants watch the videos in different order.

Figure 3. Half the participants watched the same videos at the same time; the other half watched different videos at the same time.
2.1.4 Measures

We measured three kinds of enjoyment in this study: enjoyment of each video, enjoyment of the chat (for those participants with a chat feature), and enjoyment of the overall experience. We measured video enjoyment by having participants rate each video on a 5-point scale. To avoid difficulties in recall, participants rated each video immediately after they watched it. We measured chat enjoyment by having participants rate three statements about the chat on a 5-point Likert scale. These questions were averaged to form a scale of chat enjoyment with good reliability (Cronbach’s 𝛼 = .79). We measured enjoyment of the overall experience by asking participants to rate the experience of participating in the study on a 7-point item, where answers could range from “very boring” to “very fun”. Table 1 summarizes our questionnaire measures.

We hypothesized that audio chat would be more engaging and distracting than text chat. We measured engagement by asking participants how much attention they paid to the chat. We measured distraction in two ways: first, by asking participants how distracted they were by the chat; and second, by using a memory measure. Memory measures are less influenced by whether distraction is verbal or visual (cf. [9]). We asked one multiple-choice question about each of the 8 videos, for a maximum correct memory score of 8. For videos with dialogue, the questions asked about what performers in the videos had said. For videos without dialogue, the questions asked about what performers had done or the locations shown in the video.

To compare the chat between our different conditions, we logged the chats of our participants. We recorded and transcribed the conversations of participants who used audio chat. For these groups, speech was transcribed such that one thought or phrase corresponded to one line in the transcript. For example, when two speakers alternated in speaking, each alternating turn was a separate line in the transcription. When one person spoke, paused for a moment, and then spoke again, the pause was considered to be the beginning of a new conversational turn, and was placed on a separate line. We used two seconds as a rough guideline for the length of these pauses, but also considered whether the content after the pause was related to what was previously said. For example, “Are they fishing for something? (pause) It looks like they have nets” was kept together, because the statement gives the reason for the question.

2.2 Results

We analyzed the data using correlations and analyses of variance (ANOVA). In our ANOVA, the model compared the independent variables of chat media (no chat, text chat, audio chat, both text & audio) as a between groups variable, dialogue presence as a within subjects factor (no dialogue vs. dialogue), video synchrony (same video order vs. different order) as a between groups variable, and their interactions. Because the data are from individuals who watched videos together in a group, we used a mixed model that accounted for group as a random factor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th># Items</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chat enjoyment</td>
<td>3-item, 5-point Likert scale (𝛼 = .79)</td>
<td>“I enjoyed talking with the people in my group while watching the videos.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video enjoyment</td>
<td>8 items (one per video)</td>
<td>“After each video finishes, please circle your rating below (5 is highest).”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall enjoyment</td>
<td>1 item, 7-point item</td>
<td>“How would you rate the experience of participating in this study?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat engagement</td>
<td>1 item, 7-point item</td>
<td>“How much attention did you pay to the chat?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distraction (self report)</td>
<td>1 item, 7-point item</td>
<td>“How distracted were you by the chat during the videos?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media comfort</td>
<td>2-item, 5-point Likert scale (𝛼 = .71)</td>
<td>“I felt comfortable [typing, speaking] while watching the videos.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media preference</td>
<td>1 item</td>
<td>“Which type of chat would you have preferred to use?”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Questionnaire measures used in the study.
In comparing the amount of chat produced by different groups, we use word counts instead of line counts because they are a more accurate measure of how much each group chatted.

Chat media had an effect on the amount of chat. Participants with text chat produced 1,020 words (SD = 379 words), and participants with audio chat produced 2,202 words (SD = 1,379 words), showing that people chat audibly about twice as fast as they type. This difference is significant (F [1,30] = 8.15, p < .01). Groups with both text and audio chat features mainly used audio chat; they typed an average of 401 words (SD = 370 words) and spoke an average of 1,405 words (SD = 729 words), and this difference was significant (F [1,20] = 15.5, p < .001).

Chat media had an effect on the distribution of conversational topics ($\chi^2$(14) = 160.2, p < .001). One difference is that groups with text chatted more about the videos (43%) than groups with audio (37%) or both text and audio (37%). Another difference is that groups with audio or both text and audio laughed a little more than groups with text (~13% vs. 7%).

Video order also had an effect on the distribution of conversational topics ($\chi^2$(7) = 974.2, p < .001), as shown in Table 2. One key difference is that roughly 10% of the chat in different order groups was about coordination. This was hardly present in same order chats. Also, more of the chat was focused on the videos themselves in same order groups (45%) than in different order groups (25%). Different order groups had more chat focused on personal topics (12.8%) than same order groups (7.5%).

Finally, there was a minor difference in the distribution of conversational topics between videos with dialogue and videos without dialogue. For videos with dialogue, 21% of the chat was laughter, and for videos without dialogue, 15% of the chat was laughter. Since jokes are usually spoken rather than visualized, it is quite possible that the videos with dialogue were funnier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>% chat (total)</th>
<th>% chat (same order)</th>
<th>% chat (diff. order)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discuss video</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss study</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laughter</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate video</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greetings &amp; partings</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unintelligible</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In comparing the amount of chat produced by different groups, we use word counts instead of line counts because they are a more accurate measure of how much each group chatted.

Chat media had an effect on the amount of chat. Participants with text chat produced 1,020 words (SD = 379 words), and participants with audio chat produced 2,202 words (SD = 1,379 words), showing that people chat audibly about twice as fast as they type. This difference is significant (F [1,30] = 8.15, p < .01). Groups with both text and audio chat features mainly used audio chat; they typed an average of 401 words (SD = 370 words) and spoke an average of 1,405 words (SD = 729 words), and this difference was significant (F [1,20] = 15.5, p < .001).

Chat media had an effect on the distribution of conversational topics ($\chi^2$(14) = 160.2, p < .001). One difference is that groups with text chatted more about the videos (43%) than groups with audio (37%) or both text and audio (37%). Another difference is that groups with audio or both text and audio laughed a little more than groups with text (~13% vs. 7%).

Video order also had an effect on the distribution of conversational topics ($\chi^2$(7) = 974.2, p < .001), as shown in Table 2. One key difference is that roughly 10% of the chat in different order groups was about coordination. This was hardly present in same order chats. Also, more of the chat was focused on the videos themselves in same order groups (45%) than in different order groups (25%). Different order groups had more chat focused on personal topics (12.8%) than same order groups (7.5%).

Finally, there was a minor difference in the distribution of conversational topics between videos with dialogue and videos without dialogue. For videos with dialogue, 21% of the chat was laughter, and for videos without dialogue, 15% of the chat was laughter. Since jokes are usually spoken rather than visualized, it is quite possible that the videos with dialogue were funnier.

2.2.2 Enjoyment

Overall, participants enjoyed participating in the study (M = 5.0 [SD = 1.3] on the 7-point scale). They rated videos a little above midway on the 5-point scale (M = 2.9 [SD = .5]. They rated the chat feature slightly above average on the 7–point scale (M = 3.8 [SD = .9)). Participants’ overall enjoyment of the study was most closely correlated with their ratings of the videos (r = .49, p < .001), and (for those who chatted) it was not related to their enjoyment of chat (r = .05). This finding suggests that the experience of chat is independent of the experience of watching videos.

We predicted that audio chat would be more engaging and enjoyable than text chat. We did not find this to be the case. We tested “engagement” by asking participants to rate how much attention they paid to the chat. Groups with text chat reported highest attention to the chat, M = 5.7 (SD = 1.2) whereas those with audio chat reported a mean chat attention of 5.0 (SD = 1.5) and groups with both text and audio reported a mean chat attention of 4.6 (SD = 1.5). There was a marginally significant difference overall among the three chat conditions (F [2,30] = 3.0, p = .06). Individual contrasts show that groups with text were more attentive to the chat than groups with text and audio (F [1,30] = 5.92, p = .02). Groups with audio alone were not significantly different from either group. Attention did not significantly differ among groups watching in the same order or in a different order (F [1,30] = .98, p = n.s.).

As expected, engagement (attention to the chat) was associated with higher levels of enjoyment of the chat (r = .41, p < .001). A comparison of enjoyment across the chat media conditions is shown in Figure 4. The data shown suggests a trend that text chat was the most enjoyable form of chat, that not having chat increased video enjoyment, and that having chat increased overall enjoyment. These effects are not significant. Thus, overall, we conclude that audio chat and text chat (or both) were equally enjoyed in our study, and generally did not change the video experience. However, usability remains important. Our measure of media comfort using the specific chat media (either text or
2.2.3 Distraction

We used two measures of distraction in this study. They were positively correlated and thus have modest concurrent validity \(r = .28, p < .01\) (Table 3).

The first measure was a subjective self-report measure; participants were asked how distracted they felt on a 7-point scale. Ratings of distraction generally fell in the middle of the scale \(M = 3.8\) \(\text{[SD} = 1.7]\). In comparing the different chat media conditions, we did not find any significant differences among groups with text, groups with audio or groups with both text and audio \(M = 3.6\) \(\text{[SD} = 1.6]\), audio: \(M = 4.2\) \(\text{[SD} = 1.9]\), both: \(M = 3.7\) \(\text{[SD} = 1.6]\). We conclude from this analysis that if participants were differentially distracted, they were unaware of it. Feelings of distraction did not correlate with how much participants chatted \(r = .09, p = \text{n.s.}\), which also suggests that people were unaware of distraction when it occurred.

To evaluate how distracted participants actually were, we asked eight multiple-choice questions about the video content. Overall, participants got 5.8 questions correct \(\text{[SD} = 1.4\) questions\]; 20 participants (14\%) got perfect scores.

There was no main effect difference between the scores of groups with text chat, audio chat, or both text and audio chat. Groups with text chat answered an average of 5.4 questions \(\text{[SD} = 1.6\) questions\] correctly, groups with audio answered an average of 5.8 questions \(\text{[SD} = 1.3\) questions\] correctly, and groups with both text and audio answered an average of 5.4 questions \(\text{[SD} = 1.3\) questions\] correctly.

Comparing groups with a chat feature and groups without a chat feature, groups without chat answered an average of 6.7 questions \(\text{[SD} = 1.2\) questions\] correctly and groups with chat answered an average of 5.5 questions \(\text{[SD} = 1.4\) questions\] correctly. The contrast (from the overall ANOVA) between groups without chat and groups with chat shows that this is a significant difference \(F\) (1,40) = 16.8, \(p < .001\). Also, of those with a perfect memory score, 55\% were in the no chat condition. Participants’ memory scores were negatively (but insignificantly) correlated with how much they chatted \(r = -.11\).

These findings show that despite their lack of awareness of distraction, those who chatted (whether using audio or text chat) were more distracted than those who did not have a chat feature. Thus, chatting did detract from memory performance, although there was little correlation between actual distraction and overall enjoyment \(r = .10\) or enjoyment of the videos \(r = - .02\).

We next address the question of how distraction differed based on the chat media used and the types of videos being watched (dialogue vs. no dialogue). Recall that the presence of a chat feature caused a significant reduction in memory scores. We now examine this finding in more detail, comparing memory for videos with dialogue and videos with no dialogue.

For videos with dialogue, the questions on the multiple-choice memory test asked about events or scenes in the video. For videos without dialogue, the questions on the memory test asked about what participants heard. Memory scores on no dialogue videos had a maximum value of 4 and memory scores on dialogue videos had a maximum value of 4.

Participants’ memory scores are shown in Figure 5. As a baseline, participants without chat did well; they had a mean score in the no dialogue condition of 3.3 \(\text{[SD} = .8]\) and a mean score in the dialogue condition of 3.4 \(\text{[SD} = .9]\). Participants with text chat had a mean score in the no dialogue condition of 2.9 \(\text{[SD} = 1.0]\) and a mean score in the dialogue condition of 2.5 \(\text{[SD} = 1.0]\). Participants with audio chat had a mean score in the no dialogue condition of 3.1 \(\text{[SD} = .8]\) and a mean score in the dialogue condition of 2.7 \(\text{[SD} = .9]\). Participants with both text and audio chat had a mean score in the no dialogue condition of 2.9 \(\text{[SD} = .8]\) and a mean score in the dialogue condition of 2.4 \(\text{[SD} = .8]\).

For videos with no dialogue, participants with chat tended to remember less than participants without chat \(F\) (1,40) = 2.8, \(p = .10\). For videos with dialogue, the negative effect of chat was greater. Participants with chat remembered less about videos with dialogue than participants without chat \(F\) (1,40) = 18.4, \(p < .001\).

Comparing between videos, participants with audio chat or both text and audio remembered less of videos with dialogue than videos without dialogue \(\text{[audio: } F\) (1,272) = 4.51, \(p = .03\); both: \(F\) (1,272) = 5.09, \(p = .02\). The difference with text chat was a trend
in the same direction but only of marginal significance ($F[1,272] = 2.98, p = .08$).

Comparing between groups with text, audio or both text and audio, there was no difference in how much they remembered from videos without dialogue ($F[2,30] = .71, p = n.s.$). There was also no difference in how much they remembered from videos with dialogue ($F[2,30] = .54, p = n.s.$).

In sum, we conclude that each type of chat was equally distracting, and especially when watching videos with dialogue.

### 2.2.4 Audio chat in a playlist model

Our third research question predicts that audio chat will be particularly distracting when viewers lack a shared media context, as in the playlist model, because viewers will be unable to coordinate their speaking to coincide with “quiet” times in the video. This prediction was partly supported by our data (see Figure 6). Different order audio groups tended to remember less than same order audio groups ($F[1,40] = 2.3, p = .13$). This difference depended on the types of videos being watched. For videos with dialogue, there was no difference between the same order and different order groups. For videos without dialogue, viewers were more distracted when they watched those videos in a different order than when they watched them in the same order ($F[1,40] = 4.4, p = .04$). This suggests that same order groups were able to better coordinate their speaking in the absence of interfering dialogue.

### 2.2.5 Media comfort & preferences

We asked participants about their comfort using the different chat media, as well as their preferences for them. Groups with text chat reported a mean comfort score of 3.7 (SD = .8), and groups with audio chat reported a mean comfort score of 3.6 (SD = .9) on a 5-point scale. Groups with both text and audio were asked the questions on the media comfort scale twice, once for each media type. They reported a mean text comfort of 3.7 (SD = .8) and a mean audio comfort of 3.6 (SD = .9).

To gauge peoples’ preferences for each media type, we asked participants at the end of the study which medium they would have preferred to use, from all available options: no chat, text chat, audio chat, or both text and audio.

Overall, participants reported preferring having chat (86%) to not having chat (14%). However, the most striking difference is between groups with text and groups with audio. The responses for groups with text chat are shown in Figure 7a, and the responses for groups with audio chat are shown in Figure 7b. For participants with text chat, 56% reported preferring it to the other options. A little more than a third (36%) felt they would have wanted the option of audio (by responding audio or both). However, for participants with audio chat, almost 70% reported wanting audio in some form (by responding audio or both), and a little less than a third (30%) did not prefer it. These results are even more pronounced for groups with both text and audio: only 3% would prefer not to chat, whereas 28% would want just text, 22% would want just audio, and 47% would want both text and audio. Thus, there was a strong preference for audio chat; people with audio preferred it to text chat or no chat.

However, these results differ when we asked participants to speculate on the experience of chatting with strangers. In this instance, participants expressed a strong desire to use text chat (62%) over audio chat (22%) if they watched with strangers (the last 16% reported not wanting chat). Even among those who had audio chat in the study, 53% reported wanting to use text chat with strangers. Several reasons were given for why participants preferred text chat with strangers, including “I’m shy around strangers” (P123), “[It’s] less intimidating” (P7) and “Audio chat is more suited with friends. With strangers there can be some

![Figure 6. Memory scores for audio groups.](image)

![Figure 7. Chat media preferences for (a) text groups and (b) audio groups.](image)
awkwardness initially” (P141).

To gauge people’s sensitivity to how the chat media interacted with the content being watched, we asked them if they felt that different chat media were suited to different types of videos. Overall, about half of our participants felt it did, and of those who had both text and audio, 75% felt chat media mattered. Participants were sensitive to the auditory distraction:

“If there is no talking in the video, chatting is ok, but when there was talking, the texting was more appropriate.” (P3, both)

“It’s better to text if the movie relies heavily on dialog and is interesting.” (P48, both)

“I think using an audio chat would totally disrupt the attention given to watching a video.” (P85, text)

Other participants felt the asynchrony afforded by text chat could be beneficial.

“Text chat is always less distracting since I can answer it anytime I would like to, audio chat requires me to answer right away.” (P18, both)

Some felt that audio was advantageous because of its immediacy.

“Audio chat allows you to voice your immediate reaction.” (P95, audio)

“Audio chat helps to get the message quick and fast.” (P57, both)

Finally, for some participants, media simply didn’t matter.

“To me it doesn’t matter as long as you can talk to someone.” (P21, text)

3. DISCUSSION

Our results suggest that people do enjoy audio chat as much or more than they enjoy text chat. The groups of friends in our study who had both features, used them both and switched back and forth, but they favored audio by a wide margin (3 to 1). Both audio and text chat were equally distracting in the sense that they reduced memory for the videos. They were also more distracting when the videos contained dialogue. However, the effects were small, participants were not very aware of this distraction, and they did not enjoy the videos or the experience less as a result. Feelings of distraction, when they occurred, mainly detracted from the experience of chat rather than the video or overall experience.

We also tried a creative measure of engagement in the study. We gave participants a pretzel snack while watching, and speculated that participants would eat fewer pretzels when they were more engaged in the study. Groups with text chat ate significantly more pretzels than any other chat condition (29g vs. ~16g, F [3,40] = 3.07, p = .03). However, it is unclear if this meant that groups with text chat were less engaged; groups with audio may have simply been polite by not talking with their mouths full.

Participants who were in the no chat and text groups indicated that they would not like to use audio. Indeed, this was our own intuition before running this study; we too felt that audio would be too distracting while watching videos, and especially when watching videos with dialogue. On the contrary, those who had audio chat generally liked it. Once participants were exposed to using audio, they expressed a strong preference for it – about 70% of participants with audio (or both text and audio) preferred it.

There are several indications of the reason for this preference. First, audio chat was easy to use and allowed for more words to be exchanged. Second, audio chat seems to have been more social; groups with audio chat spent more of their chat laughing with each other than groups with text chat (20% vs. 10%). Laughing with others has been shown to increase one’s perceptions of amusement [19]. Further, laughter in groups is often used as a signal to look for humorous material in the content being watched [6]. Although our questionnaire measures did not pick up differences in enjoyment between text and audio groups in this study, we speculate that groups that tried audio chat may have experienced stronger feelings of connectedness and presence with each other because of (or reflected in) their shared laughter.

The preference we saw for audio chat among those who used it is contrary to the result found in [17], where participants reported a greater preference for text chat (60% vs. 40%). One explanation for this is that their study surveyed classmates using text and audio chat while collaborating on a course project, whereas our study examined friends using text and audio chat in an entertainment experience. Our findings do mirror those of Geerts [7] who found that groups of friends and family liked using audio chat while watching television, even though it was distracting.

When our participants were asked about chatting with strangers, they reported a strong preference for text chat, even when they had used audio chat in the study. This highlights an important design decision for online video sites: who is the intended audience? If it is people who do not know each other, then text chat may be a more appropriate medium, as it supports larger groups and a higher degree of selective self-presentation [20]. If it is people who already have established relationships with each other, then audio chat may be more appropriate because of its higher degree of intimacy.

There were not many differences in the chats of participants who watched in a streaming vs. playlist model. Participants watching the videos in a different order (playlist model) chatted just as much as participants watching in the same order (streaming model). However, the distribution of their chat topics did differ between the two models. In line with our prediction, participants watching the videos in the same order were more on-topic (with respect to the videos) than participants watching videos in a different order. Different order groups focused more on other things they shared such as the study in which they were participating and personal topics. Further, about 10% of their chat was spent on coordination, asking their friends about what they were watching and telling their friends what they were watching.

Although one could argue that time spent on coordination could have been better spent on other topics, coordination may provide opportunities for viewers to elaborate about the videos they are watching and recommend videos to watch. Sites that use a playlist model have “rooms” or “channels” where people gather to watch together. Each channel contains a library of videos to watch. If these libraries contain an inordinate number of videos – e.g. hundreds or thousands – viewers may be unlikely to find other people in the channel who have watched the same content they are watching. Therefore, querying what videos other viewers are watching may serve to help introduce members to each other and bootstrap a social experience. Further, this querying can be automated, such that viewers receive recommendations for chat partners based on mutually having watched the same videos (albeit at different times).
3.1.1 Limitations
Our study has some threats to ecological validity inherent to laboratory work: the laboratory setting is not reflective of the real-world settings in which people watch online video; we cannot generalize to other types of videos (such as feature-length movies); and our population was generally comprised of young university students, so we cannot generalize to other populations. Indeed, prior work has shown that chatting while watching online video is not necessarily for everyone, and especially not for people who simply aren’t interested in having social experiences online [21]. Further, our groups were comprised of several friends. Although preferences for chat media shifted from audio chat to text chat when participants were asked about chatting with strangers, their hesitation may be unwarranted. For example, using voice chat in video games has been shown to increase liking and trust, even among players with weak ties [23]. Therefore, researchers should examine the impact of audio chat on the social experience of watching online video with strangers.

Our study measured distraction in a naturalistic setting, where we allowed participants to chat as much as they wanted about any topics they liked. Although our results suggest that text and audio chat are equally distracting, further research should be conducted to measure distraction when the amount and topics of chat are more equivalent. Measures other than distraction are also important in studying chat with online video, and researchers should also consider immersion, self-consciousness, and social enjoyment (e.g. rating the chat). We speculate that the combination of chat with video might reduce social anxiety and self-consciousness because immersive videos take people’s attention away from themselves.

Finally, video chat is an even richer medium than text or audio chat, and it may provide a more immersive social experience. However, video chat should come at the cost of additional distraction, as both the visual and auditory channels would be overloaded. Researchers should examine this issue as well.

4. DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
In our study we have made a few important comparisons to understand different types of online video experiences. Our results have several implications for the design of online video sites. First, we have demonstrated further evidence that the provision of a text chat feature is warranted as part of an online video experience. Even though we found evidence that chat is distracting (both objectively and subjectively), participants enjoyed using the chat feature, and the distraction did not diminish their video or overall enjoyment.

In comparing between text and audio chat, we found no substantial differences in distraction. The human factors and attention literature cited earlier suggests that audio chat may be more distracting than text chat. This is because when people attempt to listen to two simultaneous sources of audio (i.e. the audio from a video and the audio from people chatting), they experience a significant drop in their recall of the unattended audio channel [14]. This distraction did not discourage our participants. Further, when people were given audio chat, they overwhelmingly preferred using it with their friends. Therefore, we recommend that online video sites consider providing audio chat as a key feature, especially if the site is targeted to online communities whose members have offline friends. Some consideration does need to be made for video content and audience. For instance, audio chat may not be suitable for highly complex video content or informational or educational videos with heavy dialogue, since we found audio chat to be more distracting for content with dialogue. Further, text chat is capable of scaling to higher numbers of users, whereas audio chat can only support a small group – using audio chat with groups of more than a few others may become unmanageable.

5. CONCLUSION
Many online video sites are adding real-time chat as a key community feature. This chat is usually text-based, in which viewers type in comments to one another, and see them scroll by in a list box or as a 2D bubble above a graphical avatar. We are unaware of any online video site that allows viewers to chat with each other using audio. The reason is not a technological one, as audio chat has been successful in other types of online activities, such as gaming [23]. The results of this study suggest that audio can be successfully used for online video as well. Counter to our intuition, the groups of friends in our study used and enjoyed using audio chat.

We also compared between two models of online video sites: the streaming model, where all viewers watch the same content at the same time; and the playlist model, where viewers choose what they want to watch. Intuitively, viewers who watch different videos should experience difficulties in finding topics to chat about, because they lack the common ground of the videos. However, this was not seen in our study. Viewers watching the videos in a different order chatted just as much as viewers watching in the same order. Viewers watching in a different order also chatted less about the videos they were watching, but made up for this by chatted a little bit more about their own personal lives. They also kept each other up-to-date in terms of what they were watching. Both of these can be positive in the context of an online video community, where members bond with one another by recommending videos to each other and speaking about their own personal lives.
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